
   

RaceSense records RPM, Throttle, Brake, Acceleration and Rotation from your Caterham

                                                       

RaceSense works with video loggers (e.g. VBOX

This can help to get you faster on track

when. Are you really flat-out in that sector? How fast are your gear changes and when 

you get back on the gas? How long do you spend coasting? 

response and is less noisy than GPS calculations so 

applied. A gyroscope measures the 

steering input. The ability to review the measured inputs obviously helps

also compare your inputs with those from reference laps driven by a coach or other drivers

RaceSense contains a powerful 32

supplied with leads that plug into the car and video logger. 

are provided. There are no modifications needed to the car. 

removed) in minutes. A USB port is provided tha

Optional sensors are also available which measure the brake position and steering angle.

can be overlaid onto video and shown in graphs for analysis as shown below.

          

*RaceSense supports Caterham Academy, Roadsport, 270R and
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RPM, Throttle, Brake, Acceleration and Rotation from your Caterham

 

video loggers (e.g. VBOX
TM

) and accurately measures your inputs to the 

you faster on track. For example it shows how much throttle you apply and 

out in that sector? How fast are your gear changes and when 

How long do you spend coasting? The measured acceleration has a quicker

less noisy than GPS calculations so e.g. you can see the instant that the 

the car rotation rate which on track provides a signal similar to 

ability to review the measured inputs obviously helps during coaching

also compare your inputs with those from reference laps driven by a coach or other drivers

RaceSense contains a powerful 32-bit ARM processor and 3D inertial sensors. The

with leads that plug into the car and video logger. Full instructions, examples and support 

There are no modifications needed to the car. The standard box can be fitted 

rt is provided that allows special setups and future upgrades.

Optional sensors are also available which measure the brake position and steering angle.

can be overlaid onto video and shown in graphs for analysis as shown below. 

terham Academy, Roadsport, 270R and 310R as standard.

Available Now
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RPM, Throttle, Brake, Acceleration and Rotation from your Caterham!* 

measures your inputs to the car. 

how much throttle you apply and 

out in that sector? How fast are your gear changes and when and where do 

The measured acceleration has a quicker 

that the brakes are 

car rotation rate which on track provides a signal similar to 

during coaching. You can 

also compare your inputs with those from reference laps driven by a coach or other drivers. 

The complete kit is 

Full instructions, examples and support 

x can be fitted (and 

and future upgrades. 

Optional sensors are also available which measure the brake position and steering angle. All signals 

 

310R as standard. 

Available Now! 
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Kit contents: 

1. RaceSense interface box 

2. Video logger CAN lead 

3. Car lead 

4. USB lead 

Connectors used are secure and will not inadvertently come loose during spirited driving! 

Specifications: 

Power consumption is approximately 60mA without sensors and 90mA with brake and steering.  

Power consumption when switched off is less than 1 microamp. 

Size of interface box is 66 x 66 x 27.5 mm.  

Weight is 65g without sensors or leads. 

Brake sensor is based on a non-contact position sensor. 

Steering angle sensor uses a precision optical encoder. 

 

Signal Min Max 

 

Unit Notes 

Yaw 250 250 

 

dps Rotation in degrees per second 

Forward Acceleration -4 4 

 

g 

 TPS 0 100 

 

% Throttle Position Sensor 

RPM 0 10000 

 

rpm 

 Air Intake Temperature -40 215 

 

C Usually the range will be less than this 

Coolant Temperature -40 215 

 

C Usually the range will be less than this 

Brake 0 45 

 

mm Brake sensor position 

Steering 720 720 

 

degrees Usually the range will be less than this 

 

Recommended retail prices incl. VAT: 

RaceSense A* 

  

£200 

(Complete kit with lead set for VBOX Lite) 

   Provides throttle position, RPM, acceleration, rotation, coolant and air temperatures 

    RaceSense B* 

   (Complete kit with lead set for VBOX HD2) 

  

£270 

Lead set for HD2 includes OLED socket so no need for CAN splitter lead 

    Brake sensor 

  

£100 

Brake position in mm 

   

    Brake and steering sensors 

  

£185 

Brake position in mm and steering angle 

    

Fastmateracing, 4 The Worple, Wraysbury, Staines, Middlesex, TW19 5NY 

Contact: jim@fastmateracing.com (07974) 679750 


